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Abstract

Fabric is a new system and language for building secure distributed information systems. It is a decentralized system that allows heterogeneous network nodes to securely share both information and computation resources despite mutual distrust. Its high-level programming language makes distribution and persistence largely transparent to programmers. Fabric supports data-shipping and function-shipping styles of computation: both computation and information can move between nodes to meet security requirements or to improve performance. Fabric provides a rich, Java-like object model, but data resources are labeled with confidentiality and integrity policies that are enforced through a combination of compile-time and run-time mechanisms. Optimistic, nested transactions ensure consistency across all objects and nodes. A peer-to-peer dissemination layer helps to increase availability and to balance load. Results from applications built using Fabric suggest that Fabric has a clean, concise programming model, offers good performance, and enforces security.

1 Introduction

We rely on complex, distributed information systems for many important activities. Government agencies, banks, hospitals, schools, and many other enterprises use distributed information systems to manage information and interact with the public. Current practice does not offer general, principled techniques for implementing the functionality of these systems while also satisfying their security and privacy requirements. This lack motivates the creation of Fabric, a platform for building secure distributed information systems.

It is particularly difficult to build secure federated systems, which integrate information and computation from independent administrative domains—each domain has policies for security and privacy, but does not fully trust other domains to enforce them. Integrating information from different domains is important because it enables new services and capabilities.

To illustrate the challenges, consider the scenario of two medical institutions that want to securely and quickly share patient information. This goal is important: according to a 1999 Institute of Medicine study, at least 44,000 deaths annually result from medical errors, with incomplete patient information identified as a leading cause [25]. However, automated sharing of patient data poses difficulties. First, the security and privacy policies of the two institutions must be satisfied (as mandated by HIPAA [22] in the U.S.), restricting which information can be shared or modified by the two institutions. Second, a patient record may be updated by both institutions as treatment progresses, yet the record should be consistent and up to date when viewed from the two institutions. It is inadequate to simply transmit a copy of the record in a common format such as XML, because the copy and the original are likely to diverge over time. Instead, both institutions should have easy, secure, consistent, and efficient access to what is logically a single patient record.

Scenarios like this one inspire the development of Fabric, a federated system that supports secure, shared access to information and computation, despite distrust between cooperating entities. The goal of Fabric is to make secure distributed applications much easier to develop, and to enable the secure integration of information systems controlled by different organizations.

To achieve this goal, Fabric provides a shared computational and storage substrate implemented by an essentially unbounded number of Internet hosts. As with the Web, there is no notion of an “instance” of Fabric. Two previously non-interacting sets of Fabric nodes can interact and share information without prior arrangement. There is no centralized control over admission: new nodes, even untrustworthy nodes, can join the system freely.

Untrustworthy nodes pose a challenge for security. The guiding principle for security in Fabric is that one’s security should never depend on components of the system that one does not trust. Fabric provides security assurance through a combination of mechanisms at the language and system levels.

Fabric gives programmers a high-level programming abstraction in which security policies and some distributed computing features are explicitly visible to the programmer. Programmers access Fabric objects in a uniform way, even though the objects may be local or remote, persistent or non-persistent, and object references may cross between Fabric
The Fabric programming language is an extension to the Jif programming language [33, 36], in turn based on Java [48]; Fabric extends Jif with support for distributed programming and transactions. Like Jif, Fabric has several mechanisms, including access control and information flow control, to prevent untrusted nodes from violating confidentiality and integrity. All objects in Fabric are labeled with policies from the decentralized label model (DLM) [34], which expresses security requirements in terms of principals (e.g., users and organizations). Object labels prevent a node that is not trusted by a given principal from compromising the security policies of that principal. Therefore, Fabric has fine-grained trust management that allows principals to control to what extent other principals (and nodes) can learn about or affect their information.

To achieve good performance while enforcing security, Fabric supports both data shipping, in which data moves to where computation is happening, and function shipping, in which computations move to where data resides. Data shipping enables Fabric nodes to compute using cached copies of remote objects, with good performance when the cache is populated. Function shipping enables computations to span multiple nodes. Inconsistency is prevented by performing all object updates within transactions, which are exposed at the language level. The availability of information, and scalability of Fabric, are increased by replicating objects within a peer-to-peer dissemination layer.

Of course, there has been much previous work on making distributed systems both easier to build and more secure. Prior mechanisms for remotely executing code, such as CORBA [40], Java RMI [24], SOAP [50] and web services [5], generally offer only limited support for information security, consistency, and data shipping. J2EE persistence (EJB) [16] provides a limited form of transparent access to persistent objects, but does not address distrusting or distributed computation. Peer-to-peer content-distribution and wide-area storage systems (e.g., [15, 19, 27, 43]) offer high data availability, but do little to ensure that data is neither leaked to nor damaged by untrusted users. Nor do they ensure consistency of mutable data. Prior distributed systems that enforce confidentiality and integrity in the presence of distrusted nodes (e.g., [55, 11, 54]) have not supported consistent computations over persistent data.

Fabric integrates many ideas from prior work, including compile-time and run-time information flow, access control, peer-to-peer replication, and optimistic transactions. This novel integration makes possible a higher-level programming model that simplifies reasoning about security and consistency. Indeed, it does not seem possible to provide a high-level programming model like that of Fabric by simply layering previous distributed systems abstractions. Several new ideas were also needed to make Fabric possible:

- A programming language that integrates information flow, persistence, transactions, and distributed computation.
- A trust ordering on information-flow labels, supporting reasoning about information flow in distributed systems.
- An integration of function shipping and data shipping that also enforces secure information flows within and among network nodes.
- A way to manage transactions distributed among mutually distrusting nodes, and to propagate object updates while enforcing confidentiality and integrity.

Fabric does not require application developers to abandon other standards and methodologies; it seems feasible for Fabric to interoperate with other standards. In fact, Fabric already interoperates with existing Java application code. It seems feasible to implement many existing abstractions (e.g., web services) using Fabric. Conversely, it seems feasible to implement Fabric nodes by encapsulating other services such as databases. We leave further work on interoperability to the future.

The rest of this paper describes the design and implementation of Fabric. Section 2 presents the Fabric architecture in more detail. Section 3 introduces the Fabric language. Section 4 covers cache and transaction management. Section 5 explains how multinode transactions are implemented. Some details of the Fabric implementation are given in Section 6; with the exception of certain explicitly identified features, the design described in this paper has been implemented in a prototype. Section 7 reports on our evaluation of this implementation, including results for the expressiveness of Fabric and the performance of a substantial application built using Fabric. Related work is covered in Section 8, and Section 9 concludes.

2 Architecture

Fabric nodes take on one of the three roles depicted in Figure 1:

- **Storage nodes (or stores)** store objects persistently and provide object data when requested.
- **Worker nodes** perform computation, using both their own objects and possibly copies of objects from storage nodes or other worker nodes.
- **Dissemination nodes** provide copies of objects, giving worker nodes lower-latency access and offloading work from storage nodes.

Although Fabric nodes serve these three distinct roles, a single host machine can have multiple Fabric nodes on it, typically colocated in the same Java VM. For example, a store can have a colocated worker, allowing the store to invoke code at the worker with low overhead. This capability is useful, for example, when a store needs to evaluate a user-defined access control policy to decide whether an object update is allowed. It also gives the colocated worker the
ability to efficiently execute queries against the store. Similarly, a worker node can be colocated with a dissemination node, making Fabric more scalable.

2.1 Object model

Information in Fabric is stored in objects. Fabric objects are similar to Java objects; they are typically small and can be manipulated directly at the language level. Fabric also has array objects, to support larger data aggregates. Like Java objects, Fabric objects are mutable and are equipped with a notion of identity.

**Naming** Objects are named throughout Fabric by object identifiers (oids). An object identifier has two parts: a store identifier, which is a fully qualified DNS hostname, and a 64-bit object number (onum), which identifies the object on that host. An object identifier can be transmitted through channels external to Fabric, by writing it as a uniform resource locator (URL) with the form fab://store/onum, where store is a fully qualified DNS hostname and onum is the object number.

An object identifier is permanent in the sense that it continues to refer to the same object for the lifetime of that object, and Fabric nodes always can use the identifier to find the object. If an object moves to a different store, acquiring an additional oid, the original oid still works because the original store has a surrogate object containing a forwarding pointer. Path compression is used to prevent long forwarding chains.

Knowing the oid of an object gives the power to name that object, but not the power to access it: oids are not capabilities [18]. If object names were capabilities, then knowing the name of an object would confer the power to access any object reachable from it. To prevent covert channels that might arise because adversaries can see object identifiers, object numbers are generated by a cryptographically strong pseudorandom number generator. Therefore, an adversary cannot probe for the existence of a particular object, and an oid conveys no information other than the name of the node that persistently stores the object.

Fabric uses DNS to map hostnames to IP addresses, but relies on X.509 certificates to verify the identity of the named hosts and to establish secure SSL connections to them. Therefore, certificate authorities are the roots of trust and naming, as in the Web.

Fabric applications can implement their own naming schemes using Fabric objects. For example, a naming scheme based on directories and pathnames is easy to implement using a hash map.

**Labels** Every object has an associated label that describes the confidentiality and integrity requirements associated with the object’s data. It is used for information flow control and to control access to the object by Fabric nodes. This label is automatically computed by the Fabric run-time system based on programmer annotations and a combination of compile-time and run-time information flow analysis. Any program accepted by the type system of the Fabric language is guaranteed to pass access control checks at stores, unless some revocation of trust has not yet propagated to the worker running it.

**Classes** Every Fabric object, including array objects, contains the oid of its class object, a Fabric object representing its class in the Fabric language. The class object contains both the fully-qualified path to its class (which need not be unique across Fabric) and the SHA-256 hash of the class’s bytecode (which should be globally unique). The class object creates an unforgeable binding between each object and the correct code for implementing that object. The class object can also include the actual class bytecode, or the class bytecode can be obtained through an out-of-band mechanism and then checked against the hash. When objects are received over the network, the actual hash is verified against the expected one.

**Versions** Fabric objects can be mutable. Each object has a current version number, which is incremented when a transaction updates the object. The version number distinguishes current and old versions of objects. If worker nodes try to compute with out-of-date object versions, the transaction commit will fail and will be retried with the current versions. The version number is an information channel with the same confidentiality and integrity as the fields of the object; therefore, it is protected by the same mechanisms.
2.2 Security and assumptions

The design of Fabric is intended to allow secure sharing of computations and information, despite the presence of adversaries that control some Fabric nodes. The security of any system rests on assumptions about the threats it is designed to protect against. The assumptions that Fabric makes about adversaries are largely typical, and weak, which strengthens Fabric’s security assurance.

Compromised nodes are assumed to be malicious, so they may appear to participate correctly in Fabric protocols, and to execute code correctly, while behaving maliciously. The Fabric run-time exposes some information to Fabric nodes that is not visible at the language level, such as object identifiers and version numbers; this information is visible to compromised nodes, which can attack below the language level of abstraction. Compromised nodes may misuse any information they receive, including cryptographic keys, and may supply corrupted information to other nodes. However, without the corresponding private keys, nodes are assumed not to be able to learn anything about encrypted content except its size, and cannot fake digital signatures. Fabric does not attempt to control read channels [53] at the language level. As with most work on distributed systems, timing and termination channels are ignored.

Network adversaries are assumed not to be able to read or fabricate messages. This assumption is justified in Fabric by using SSL for all network communication. However, an adversary might still learn information about what is happening in Fabric from the size, existence, or timing of network messages. As in other work on distributed systems, these covert channels are ignored. A network adversary can also prevent message delivery. The availability of services written using Fabric therefore depends on an assumption that the network delivers messages eventually.

Fabric users are able to express partial or complete trust in Fabric nodes. Therefore, statements of trust are security assumptions of the users expressing trust. If a user expresses trust in a node, the compromise of that node might harm the security of that user. In fact, the degree of trust expressed bounds the degree to which security might be violated from the perspective of that user.

2.3 Storage nodes

Storage nodes (stores) persistently store objects and provide copies of object data on request to both worker nodes and dissemination nodes. Access control prevents nodes from obtaining data they should not see. When a worker requests a copy of an object from a store, the store examines the confidentiality part of the object’s label, and provides the object only if the requesting node is trusted enough to read it. Therefore the object can be sent securely in plaintext between the two nodes (though it is of course encrypted by SSL). This access control mechanism works by treating each Fabric node as a principal. Each store keeps track of how much it trusts the nodes that it interacts with. Trust relation-ships are built up through delegation mechanisms described in Section 3.1.

Objects on a store are associated with object groups containing a set of related objects. When an object is requested by a worker or dissemination node, the entire group is prefetched from the store, amortizing the cost of store operations over multiple objects. Every object in the object group is required to have the same security policy, so that the entire group can be treated uniformly with respect to access control, confidentiality and integrity. The binding between an object and its group is not permanent; the store constructs object groups as needed and discards infrequently used object groups. To improve locality, the store tries to create object groups from objects connected in the object graph.

After a worker fetches an object, it can perform computations using this cached copy, perhaps modifying its state. When the transaction containing these computations completes, the worker commits object updates to the stores that hold objects involved in the transaction. The transaction succeeds only if it is serializable with other transactions at those stores. As with object fetch requests, the store also enforces access control on update requests based upon the degree of trust in the worker and the integrity policies in these objects’ labels.

2.4 Worker nodes

Workers execute Fabric programs. Fabric programs may be written in the Fabric language. Trusted Fabric programs—that is, trusted by the worker on which they run—may incorporate code written in other languages, such as the Fabric intermediate language, FabIL. However, workers will run code provided by other nodes only if the code is written in Fabric, and signed by a trusted node.

Fabric could, in principle, provide certifying compilation [37], allowing Fabric nodes to check that compiled code obeys the Fabric type system—and therefore that it correctly enforces access control and information flow control—without relying on trusting the compiler or the node that runs it. The design and implementation of this feature are left to future work.

Fabric programs modify objects only inside transactions, which the Fabric programming language exposes to the programmer as a simple atomic construct. Transactions can be nested, which is important for making code compositional. During transactions, object updates are logged in an undo/redo log, and are rolled back if the transaction fails either because of inconsistency, deadlock, or an application-defined failure.

A Fabric program may be run entirely on a single worker that issues requests to stores (or to dissemination nodes) for objects that it needs. This data-shipping approach makes sense if the cost of moving data is small compared to the cost of computation, and if the objects’ security policies permit the worker to compute using them.

When data shipping does not make sense, function shipping may be used instead. Execution of a Fabric program
may be distributed across multiple workers, by using remote method calls to transfer control to other workers. Remote method calls in Fabric differ from related mechanisms such as Java RMI [24] or CORBA [40]:

- The receiver object on which the method is invoked need not currently be located at the remote worker (more precisely, cached at it). In fact, the receiver object could be cached at the caller, at the callee, or at neither. Invocation causes the callee worker to cache a copy of the receiver object if it does not yet have a copy.

- The entire method call is executed in its own nested transaction, the effects of which are not visible to other code running on the remote node. These effects are not visible until the commit of the top-level transaction containing the nested transaction. The commit protocol (Section 4.3) causes all workers participating in the top-level transaction to commit the subtransactions that they executed as part of it.

- Remote method calls are subject to compile-time and run-time access control checks. The caller side is checked at compile time to determine if the callee is trusted enough to enforce security for the method; the callee checks at run time that the calling node is trusted enough to invoke the method that is being called and to see the results of the method (Section 3.5).

Fabric workers are multithreaded and can concurrently serve requests from other workers. Pessimistic concurrency control (locking) is used to isolate transactions in different threads from each other.

One important use of remote calls is to invoke an operation on a worker colocated with a store. Since a colocated worker has low-cost access to persistent objects, this can improve performance substantially. This idea is analogous to a conventional application issuing a database query for low-cost access to persistent data. In Fabric, a remote call to a worker that is colocated with a store can be used to achieve this goal, with two advantages compared to database queries: the worker can run arbitrary Fabric code, and information-flow security is enforced.

2.5 Dissemination nodes

To improve the scalability of Fabric, a store can send copies of objects to dissemination nodes. Rather than requesting objects from remote or heavily loaded stores, workers can request objects from dissemination nodes. Dissemination nodes improve scalability because they help deal with popular objects that would otherwise turn the stores holding them into bottlenecks. Objects are disseminated at the granularity of object groups, to amortize the costs associated with fetching remote objects.

Stores provide object data in encrypted form on request to dissemination nodes. Receiving encrypted objects does not require as much trust, because the fields of the object are not visible without the object’s encryption key, which dissemination nodes do not in general possess.

Fabric has no prescribed dissemination layer; workers may use any dissemination nodes they choose, and dissemination nodes may use whatever mechanism they want to find and provide objects. In the current Fabric implementation, the dissemination nodes form a peer-to-peer content distribution network based on FreePastry [46]. However, other dissemination architectures can be substituted if the interface to workers and stores remains the same.

To avoid placing trust in the dissemination layer, disseminated object groups are encrypted using a symmetric key and signed with the public key of the originating store. The symmetric encryption key is stored in a key object that is not disseminated and must be fetched directly from its store. When an object group is fetched, the dissemination node sends the oid of the key object and the random initialization vector needed for decryption. Key objects are ordinarily shared across many disseminated object groups, so workers should not need to fetch them often.

Disseminated object groups are identified by dissemination nodes based on the oid of a contained object called the head object. The oid of the head object is exposed in the object group, but other oids in the object group (and the contents of all objects) are hidden by encryption.

To help keep caches up to date, workers and dissemination nodes are implicitly subscribed to any object group they read from a store. When any object in the group is updated, the store sends the updated group to its subscribers. The dissemination layer is responsible for pushing updated groups to workers that have read them. A transaction that has read out-of-date data can then be aborted and retried by its worker on receipt of the updated group.

The fetch requests that dissemination nodes receive may allow them to learn something about what workers are doing. To control this information channel, dissemination nodes are assigned a label representing the maximum confidentiality of information that may leak on this channel. Workers use dissemination nodes only for fetch requests that do not leak more than this maximum. Other requests go directly to stores.

3 The Fabric language

Fabric offers a high-level programming language for building distributed programs. This language permits code running at a given Fabric node to access objects or code residing at other nodes in the system.

The Fabric programming language is an extension to the Jif programming language [33, 36], which also enforces secure information flow and has been used to build a few significant systems (e.g., [21, 14]). To support distributed programming, Fabric adds two major features to Jif:

- Nested transactions ensure that computations observe and update objects consistently, and support clean recovery from failures.
Remote method calls (remote procedure calls to methods) allow distributed computations that span many workers. These features are unusual but not new (e.g., Argus [30] has both, though it lacks data shipping between workers). What is new is combining these features with information flow security, which requires new mechanisms so that, for example, transactions do not leak confidential information, and remote calls are properly authorized. To support compile-time and run-time security enforcement for secure distributed computation, Fabric adds a new trust ordering on information flow labels. Further, Fabric extends Jif with new support for trust management, integrated with a public-key infrastructure (PKI).

3.1 Principals

Principals capture authority, privilege, and trust in Fabric. Principals represent users, roles, groups, organizations, privileges, and Fabric nodes. As in Jif [33], they are manifested in the Fabric programming language as the built-in type principal.

When running, Fabric code can possess the authority of a principal, and may carry out actions permitted to that principal. The authority to act as principal p can be delegated during a method call, if the method is annotated with a clause where caller(p). This model of delegating authority has similarities to Java stack inspection [51]; it differs in that authority is statically checked except at remote method calls, where the receiver checks that the caller is sufficiently trusted.

Trust relationships between principals are represented by the acts-for relation [35]. If principal p acts for principal q, any action by principal p can be considered to come from principal q as well. These actions include statements made by principal p. Thus, this acts-for relationship means q trusts p completely. We write this relationship more compactly as p ⊳ q. The acts-for relation ⊳ is transitive and reflexive. There is a top principal ⊤ that acts for all other principals and a bottom principal ⊥ that all principals act for. The operators ∧ and ∨ can be used to form conjunctions and disjunctions of principals.

The acts-for relation can be used for authorization of an action. The idea is to create a principal that represents the privilege needed to perform the action. Any principal that can act for the privilege principal is then able to perform the action. In Fabric code, an access control check is expressed explicitly using if. To check if user ⊳ priv, we write:

```java
principal user, priv;
...
if (user actsfor priv) {
  ...
  do action ...
}
```

The Fabric model of principals extends that of Jif 3.0 [13], which represents principals as objects inherited from the abstract class fabric.lang.Principal. Instances of any subclass can be used as principals, and the methods of these classes automatically possess the authority of the instance this—an object acts for at least itself. Principals control their acts-for relationships by implementing a method p.delegatesTo(q), which tests whether q acts for p. This allows a principal to say who can directly act for it; the Fabric run-time system at each worker node automatically computes and caches the transitive closure of these direct acts-for relationships. The run-time system also exposes operations for notifying it that acts-for relationships have been added and removed. These operations cause the acts-for cache to be updated conservatively to remove any information that might be stale. In general, worker nodes may have different partial views of the acts-for relation; this is not a problem, because of the monotonicity of the label system [35].

Unlike in SIF, acts-for relationships can be used by principals to specify the degree to which they trust Fabric nodes. Fabric nodes are represented as first-class objects in Fabric, and they are also principals. For example, a storage node might be represented as a variable s. The test s actsfor p would then test whether p trusts s. This would always be the case if the principal p were stored at store s.

Principals implement their own authentication. Principal objects have an authenticate method that implements authentication and also optionally some authorization. This method takes as an argument an authentication proof that establishes the right of the caller to perform an action, provided to authenticate as a closure. Principals can implement authentication proofs in many ways—for example, using digital signatures or even passwords. Authentication proofs allow trust to be bootstrapped in Fabric. For example, if user u wants to start using Fabric from a new worker w, the user can establish that the worker is trusted by adding the acts-for relation u ⊳ w. To add the relation requires the authority of u, so code on the worker makes a remote call to u.authenticate on another, trusted worker, passing an authentication proof and a closure that invokes u.addDelegatesTo(w).

Fabric has a built-in way to authenticate worker nodes as corresponding to their Fabric worker node objects. This is accomplished using X.509 certificates [23] that include the node’s hostname and the oid of its principal object. Whether the certificates of a given certificate authority are accepted is decided by the Fabric node receiving them.

3.2 Labels

Information security is provided by information flow control. All information is labeled with policies for confidentiality and integrity. These labels are propagated through computation using compile-time type checking, but run-time checks are used for dynamic policies and to deal with untrusted nodes.

Information flow security policies are expressed in terms of principals, which is important because it enables the in-
integrity of access control and information flow control. A key use of this integration is for authorizing the downgrading of information flow policies through declassification (for confidentiality) and endorsement (for integrity).

For example, the confidentiality policy $alice \rightarrow bob$ says that principal $alice$ owns the policy and that she permits principal $bob$ to read it. Similarly, the integrity policy $alice \rightarrow bob$ means that $alice$ permits $bob$ to affect the labeled information. A label is simply a set of such policies, such as $\{alice \rightarrow bob; bob \rightarrow alice\}$.

These decentralized labels [35] keep track of whose security is being enforced, which is useful for Fabric, where principals need to cooperate despite mutual distrust. On a worker trusted by $alice$ (i.e., $w \geq alice$), information labeled with the policy $alice \rightarrow bob$ can be explicitly declassified by code that is running with the authority of $alice$, removing that policy from its label.

**Information flow ordering** The Fabric compiler checks information flows at compile time to ensure that both explicit and implicit [17] information flows are secure. The information flow ordering $L_1 \sqsubseteq L_2$ captures when information flow from $L_1$ to $L_2$ is secure. For example, we have $\{alice \rightarrow bob\} \sqsubseteq \{charlie \rightarrow dora\}$ exactly when $charlie \geq alice$, and $dora \geq bob$ or $dora \geq alice$.

Integrity works the opposite way, because integrity policies allow flow from trusted sources to untrusted recipients: the relationship $\{alice \leftarrow bob\} \sqsubseteq \{charlie \leftarrow dora\}$ holds iff we have $alice \geq charlie$, and $bob \geq dora$ or $bob \geq charlie$. See [34] for more justification of these rules.

The following code illustrates these rules. The assignment from $y$ to $x$ (line 3) is secure because the information in $y$ can be learned by fewer readers (only $bob$ rather than both $bob$ and $charlie$). The assignment from $x$ to $y$ (line 4) is rejected by the compiler, because it permits $charlie$ to read the information. However, the second assignment from $x$ to $y$ (line 6) is allowed because it occurs in a context where $charlie$ is known to act for $bob$, and can therefore already read any information that $bob$ can.

```java
1 int {alice -> bob} x;
2 int {alice -> bob, charlie} y;
3 x = y; // OK: bob \geq (bob \lor charlie)
4 y = x; // Invalid
5 if (charlie acts for bob) {
6    y = x; // OK: (bob \lor charlie) \geq bob
7 }
```

**Trust ordering** Fabric extends the DLM by defining a second ordering on labels, the trust ordering, which is useful for reasoning about the enforcement of policies by a partially trusted platform. A label $L_1$ may require at least as much trust as a label $L_2$, which we write as $L_1 \geq L_2$ by analogy with the trust ordering on principals. If $L_1$ requires at least as much trust as $L_2$, then any platform trusted to enforce $L_1$ is also trusted to enforce $L_2$. This happens when $L_1$ describes confidentiality and integrity policies that are at least as strong as those in $L_2$: unlike in the information flow ordering, integrity is not opposite to confidentiality in the trust ordering.

Therefore, both confidentiality and integrity use the same rules in the trust ordering: both $\{alice \rightarrow bob\} \geq \{charlie \rightarrow dora\}$ and $\{alice \rightarrow bob\} \geq \{charlie \leftarrow dora\}$ are true exactly when $alice \geq charlie$ and $bob \geq dora \lor charlie$.

Figure 2 depicts how the two label orderings relate. In the information flow ordering, the least label describes information that can be used everywhere, because it is public and completely trustworthy: $\{\bot \rightarrow \bot; \bot \leftarrow \bot\}$. The greatest label describes information that can be used nowhere, because it is completely secret and completely untrustworthy: $\{T \rightarrow T; T \leftarrow T\}$. In the trust ordering, the least label describes information that requires no trust to enforce its security, because it is public and untrusted: $\{\bot \rightarrow \bot; \bot \leftarrow \bot\}$. Because policies owned by $\bot$ can be dropped, this is the default label, which can be written as $\{\}$. The greatest label in the trust ordering is for information that is maximally secret and trusted: $\{T \rightarrow T; T \leftarrow T\}$.

### 3.3 Object labels

Every Fabric object has a single immutable label that governs the use of information in that object. The label determines which storage nodes can store the object persistently and which worker nodes can cache and compute directly on the object. It also controls which object groups an object may be part of and which key objects may be used to encrypt it. This is a simplification of Jif, which permits object fields to have different labels. Jif objects whose fields have different labels can be encoded as Fabric objects by introducing an additional level of indirection.

An object with label $L_o$ may be stored securely on a store $n$ if the store is trusted to enforce $L_o$. Recalling that $n$ can be used as a principal, this condition is captured formally using...
the trust ordering on labels:
\[ \{ \top \rightarrow n; \top \leftarrow n \} \succ L_o \quad (1) \]

To see this, suppose \( L_o \) has a confidentiality policy \( \{ p \rightarrow q \} \), which is equivalent to \( \{ p \rightarrow p \vee q \} \). Condition 1 implies \( n \succ p \) or \( n \equiv q \)–either \( p \) must trust \( n \), or \( p \) must believe that \( n \) is allowed to read things that \( q \) is allowed to read. Conversely, if \( L_o \) has an integrity policy \( \{ p \leftarrow q \} \), we require the same condition, \( n \equiv p \vee q \)–either \( p \) trusts \( n \), or \( p \) believes that \( n \) is allowed to affect things that \( q \) is. Therefore we can write \( L(n) \) to denote the label corresponding to node \( n \), which is \( \{ \top \rightarrow n; \top \leftarrow n \} \), and express condition 1 simply as \( L(n) \succ L_o \).

Fabric classes may be parameterized with respect to labels or principals, so different instances of the same class may have different labels. This allows implementation of reusable classes, such as data structures that can hold information with different labels.

By design, Fabric does not provide persistence by reachability [3], because it can lead to unintended persistence. Therefore, constructors are annotated to indicate on which store the newly created object should be made persistent. The call `new C@s(...)` creates a new object of class `C` whose store is identified by the variable `s`. No communication with the store is needed until commit. If the store of an object is omitted, the new object is created at the same store as the object whose method calls `new`. Objects may have non-final fields that are marked transient. These transient fields are not saved persistently, which is similar to their treatment by Java serialization.

### 3.4 Tracking implicit flows

Information can be conveyed by program control flow. If not controlled, these implicit flows can allow adversaries to learn about confidential information from control flow, or to influence high-integrity information by affecting control flow.

Fabric controls implicit flows through the program-counter label, written \( L_{pc} \), which captures the confidentiality and integrity of control flow. The program-counter label works by constraining side effects; to assign to a variable `x` with label \( L_x \), Fabric requires \( L_{pc} \subseteq L_x \). If this condition does not hold, either information with a stronger confidentiality policy could leak into `x` or information with a weaker integrity policy could affect `x`.

Implicit flows cross method-call boundaries, both local and remote. To track these flows, object methods are annotated with a `begin label` that constrains the program counter label of the caller. The \( L_{pc} \) of the caller must be lower than or equal to the `begin label`. Implicit flows via exceptions and other control flow mechanisms are also tracked [33].

Because implicit flows are controlled, untrusted code and untrusted data cannot affect high-integrity control flow unless an explicit downgrading action is taken, using the authority of the principals whose integrity policies are affected. Further, because Fabric enforces robustness [12], untrusted code and untrusted data cannot affect information release. Thus, Fabric provides general protection against a wide range of security vulnerabilities.

### 3.5 Remote calls

Distributed control transfers are always explicit in Fabric. Fabric introduces the syntax `o.m@w(a₁,...,aₙ)` to signify a remote method call to the worker node identified by variable `w`, invoking the method `m` of object `o`. Figure 3 shows example code in which at line 5, a method `m1` calls a method `m2` on the same object, but at a remote worker that is dynamically looked up using its hostname. If the syntax `@w` is omitted, the method call is always local, even if the object `o` is not cached on the current node (in this case the object will be fetched and the method invoked locally).

Remote method calls are subject to both compile-time and run-time checking. The compiler permits a call to a remote method only if it can statically determine that the call is secure. Information sent to a worker `w` can be read by the worker, so all information sent in the call (the object, the arguments, and the implicit flow) must have labels \( L_w \) where \( L_w \subseteq \{ \top \rightarrow w \} \). Figure 3 shows this. The variable `data`, with label \( \{ \text{alice} \rightarrow \text{bob} \} \), can be passed to method `m2` only because the call happens in a context where it is known that `w \succ bob`, and hence \( \{ \text{alice} \rightarrow \text{bob} \} \subseteq \{ \top \rightarrow w \} \).

Information received from `w` can be affected by it, so by a similar argument, all returned information must have labels \( L_r \), where \( \{ \top \leftarrow w \} \subseteq L_r \).

The recipient of a remote method call has no `a priori` knowledge that the caller is to be trusted, so run-time checking is needed. When a call occurs from sender worker `sw` to receiver worker `rw`, the receiver checks all information sent or received at label `L` (including implicit flows), to ensure that \( L \equiv L_w \). For example, when `bob.cs.cornell.edu` receives the remote call to `m2`, purporting to provide integrity \( \{ \text{alice} \leftarrow \} \), it will check that the calling worker has the authority of `alice`. Additional compile-time checks prevent these run-time checks from leaking information themselves.

For example, when the code of Figure 3 invokes method `m1`, the node `w` will check that the calling node acts for `alice`, because the initial integrity of the method is
3.6 Transactions

All changes to Fabric objects take place inside transactions, to provide concurrency control and ensure consistency of reads and writes. A transaction is indicated in Fabric code by the construct `atomic { S }`, where `S` is a sequence of statements. The semantics is that the statement `S` is executed atomically and in isolation from all other computations in Fabric. In other words, Fabric enforces serializability of transactions.

Accesses to mutable fields of Fabric objects are not permitted outside transactions. Reads from objects are permitted outside transactions, but each read is treated as its own transaction.

If `S` throws an exception, it is considered to have failed, and is aborted. If `S` terminates successfully, its side effects become visible outside its transaction. Failure due to conflict with other transactions causes the atomic block to be retried automatically. If the maximum number of retries is exceeded, the transaction is terminated.

Transactions may also be explicitly retried or aborted by the programmer. A `retry` statement rolls back the enclosing atomic block and restarts it from the beginning; an `aborted` statement also rolls back the enclosing atomic block, but results in throwing the exception `UserAbortException`. Aborting a transaction creates an implicit flow; therefore, Fabric statically enforces that the `Lpc` of the `abort` is lower than or equal to the `Lpc` of the atomic block: `Lpc(abort) ⊆ Lpc(atomic)`. Exceptions generated by `S` are checked similarly.

Atomic blocks may be used even during a transaction, because Fabric allows nested transactions. This allows programmers to enforce atomicity without worrying about whether their abstractions are at “top level” or not. Atomic blocks can also be used as a way to cleanly recover from application-defined failures, via `aborted`.

Multi-worker computations take place in atomic, isolated transactions that span all the workers involved. The Fabric runtime system ensures that when multiple workers use the same object within a transaction, updates to the object are propagated between them as necessary (Section 5.1).

Transactions are single-threaded; new threads cannot be started inside a transaction, though a worker may run multiple transactions concurrently. This choice was made largely to simplify the implementation, though it maps well onto many of the applications for which Fabric is intended.

Fabric uses a mix of optimistic and pessimistic concurrency control. In the distributed setting, it is optimistic, because worker nodes are allowed to compute on objects that can be out of date. However, for coordination of threads running on the same worker, Fabric uses pessimistic concurrency control in which threads acquire locks on objects. Edge chasing [10] allows distributed deadlocks to be detected in Fabric.

3.7 Java interoperability

Fabric programs can be written with a mixture of Java, Fabric, and FabIL (the Fabric intermediate language). FabIL is an extension to Java that supports transactions and remote calls, but not information flow labels or static information flow control. More concretely, FabIL supports the atomic construct and gives the ability to invoke methods and constructors with annotations `@w` and `@s` respectively. Transaction management is performed on Fabric and FabIL objects but not on Java objects, so the effects of failed transactions on Java objects are not rolled back. The use of FabIL or Java code in Fabric programs offers lower assurance to principals who trust the nodes running this code, but it does not undermine the security assurance offered by the system. FabIL can be convenient for code whose security properties are not accurately captured by static information flow analysis, making the labels of the full Fabric language counterproductive. An example is code implementing cryptography.

4 Caches and transactions

A Fabric worker node holds versions of some subset of all Fabric objects. This subset includes nonpersistent objects allocated by the worker node itself, as well as cached versions of objects from stores. During computation on a worker, references to objects not yet cached at the worker may be followed. The worker then issues read requests for the missing objects, either to the dissemination layer or directly to stores. The dissemination layer or store then responds with an object group that includes the requested object.

4.1 Transaction bookkeeping

During computation on a worker, reads and writes to objects are logged. The first write to an object during a transaction also logs the prior state of the object so that it can be restored in case the transaction aborts. Because transactions can be nested, transaction logs are hierarchical. When a local subtransaction commits, its log is merged with the parent transaction log.

To reduce logging overhead, the copy of each object at a worker is stamped with a reference to the last transaction that accessed the object. No logging needs to be done for an access if the current transaction matches the stamp.

4.2 Versions and transaction management

Each object contains a version number that is incremented when the object is updated by a top-level transaction. At commit time, the version numbers of read objects are compared against the authoritative versions at the store, to determine whether the transaction used up-to-date information.

To conserve memory, cached objects may be `evicted` if they have no uncommitted changes. In the current implementation, eviction is accomplished automatically by the Java run-time system, because cached objects are referenced
The hierarchical commit protocol begins with the worker that started the top-level transaction. It initiates commit by contacting all the stores for whose objects it is the current writer, and all the other workers to which it has issued remote calls. These other workers then recursively do the same, constructing a commit tree. This process allows all the stores involved in a transaction to be informed about the transaction commit, without relying on untrusted workers to choose which workers and stores to contact and without revealing to workers which other workers and stores are involved in the transaction lower down in the commit tree. The two-phase commit protocol then proceeds as usual, except that messages are passed up and down the commit tree rather than directly between a single coordinator and the stores.

Of course, a worker in this tree could be compromised and fail to correctly carry out the protocol, causing some stores to be updated in a way that is inconsistent with other stores. However, a worker that could do this could already have introduced this inconsistency by simply failing to update some objects or by failing to issue some remote method calls. In our example above, the broker could cause payment to be rendered without a ticket being issued, but only by violating the trust that was placed in it by the bank and airline. The customer’s power over the transaction is merely to prevent it from happening at all, which is not a security violation.

Once a transaction is prepared, it is important for the availability of the stores involved that the transaction is committed quickly. The transaction coordinator should remain available, and if it fails after the prepare phase, it must recover in a timely way. An unavailable transaction coordinator could become an availability problem for Fabric, and the availability of the coordinator is therefore a trust assumption. To prevent denial-of-service attacks, prepared transactions are timed out and aborted if the coordinator is unresponsive. In the example given, the broker can cause inconsistent commits by permanently failing after telling only the airline to commit, in which case the bank will abort its part of the transaction. This failure is considered a violation of trust, but in keeping with the security principles of Fabric, the failing coordinator can only affect the consistency of objects whose integrity it is trusted to enforce. This design weakens Fabric’s safety guarantees in a circumscribed way, in exchange for stronger availability guarantees.

4.4 Handling failures of optimism

Computations on workers run transactions optimistically, which means that a transaction can fail in various ways. The worker has enough information to roll the transaction back safely in each case. At commit time the system can detect inconsistencies that have arisen because another worker has updated an object accessed during the transaction. The stores inform the workers which objects involved in the transaction were out of date; the workers then flush their caches of the stale objects before retrying.

Another possible failure is that the objects read by the
transaction are already inconsistent, breaking invariants on which the code relies. Broken invariants can lead to errors in the execution of the program. Incorrectly computed results are not an issue because they will be detected and rolled back at commit time. Exceptions may also result, but as discussed earlier, exceptions also cause transaction failure and rollback. Finally, a computation might diverge rather than terminate. Fabric handles divergence by retrying transactions that are running too long. On retry, the transaction is given more time in case it is genuinely a long-running transaction. By geometrically growing the retry timeout, the expected run time is inflated by only a constant factor.

Because Fabric has subscription mechanisms for refreshing workers and dissemination nodes with updated objects, the object cache at a worker should tend to be up to date, and inconsistent computations can be detected before a transaction completes.

5 Distributed computation

Fabric transactions can be distributed across multiple workers by executing remote calls within a transaction. The whole transaction runs in isolation from other Fabric transactions, and its side effects are committed atomically. The ability to distribute transactions is crucial for reconciling expressiveness with security. Although some workers are not trusted enough to read or write some objects, it is secure for them to perform these updates by calling code on a sufficiently trusted worker.

5.1 Writer maps

An object can be accessed and updated by multiple workers within a distributed transaction, each of which may be caching the object. This is challenging. For consistency, workers need to compute on the latest versions of the shared object as they are updated. For performance, workers should be able to locally cache objects that are shared but not updated. For security, updates to an object with confidentiality must be at a level lower than the object’s label, which the current notification is not a covert channel because the write must be able to locally cache objects that are shared but not updated. For performance, workers should be able to locally cache objects that are shared but not updated. For security, updates to an object with confidentiality $L$ should not be learned by a worker $c$ unless $L \subseteq \{ T \rightarrow c \}$. To allow workers to efficiently check for updates to objects they are caching, without revealing information to workers not trusted to learn about updates, Fabric introduces writer maps.

If an object is updated during a distributed transaction, the node performing the update becomes the object’s writer and stores the definitive copy of the object. If the object already has a writer, it is notified and relinquishes the role (this notification is not a covert channel because the write must be at a level lower than the object’s label, which the current writer is already trusted to read). The change of object writer is also recorded in the writer map, which is passed through the distributed computation along with control flow.

The writer map contains two kinds of mappings: writer mappings and label mappings. An update to object $o$ at worker $w$ adds a writer mapping with the form $\text{hash}(\text{oid}, \text{tid}, \text{key}) \mapsto \{ w \}_\text{key}$, where $\text{oid}$ is the oid of object $o$, $\text{tid}$ is the transaction identifier, and $\text{key}$ is the object’s encryption key, stored in its key object. This mapping permits a worker that has the right to read or write $o$—and therefore has the encryption key for $o$—to learn whether there is a corresponding entry in the writer map, and to determine which node is currently the object’s writer. Nodes lacking the key cannot exploit the writer mapping because without the key, they cannot verify the hash. Because the transaction id is included in the hash, they also cannot watch for the appearance of the same writer mapping across multiple transactions.

Label mappings support object creation. The creation of a new object with oid $\text{oid}$ adds an entry with the form $\text{hash}(\text{oid}) \mapsto \text{oid}_\text{label}$, where $\text{oid}_\text{label}$ is the oid of the object’s label, which contains the object’s encryption key. This second kind of mapping allows a worker to find the encryption key for newly created objects, and then to check the writer map for a mapping of the first kind.

The writer map is an append-only structure, so if an untrusted worker fails to maintain a mapping, it can be restored. The size of the writer map is a covert channel, but the capacity of this channel is bounded by always padding out the number of writer map entries added by each worker to the next largest power of 2, introducing dummy entries containing random data as needed. Therefore a computation that modifies $n$ objects leaks at most $\lg \lg n$ bits of information.

5.2 Distributed transaction management

To maintain consistency, transaction management must in general span multiple workers. A worker maintains transaction logs for each top-level transaction it is involved in. These transaction logs must be stored on the workers where the logged actions occurred, because the logs may contain confidential information that other workers may not see. Figure 5 illustrates the log structures that could result in a distributed transaction involving two workers. In the figure, a transaction (A) starts on worker 1, then starts a nested subtransaction (B), then calls code on worker 2, which starts another subtransaction (C) there. That code then calls back to worker 1, starting a third subtransaction (D). Conceptually, all the transaction logs together form a single log that
is distributed among the participating workers, as shown on
the right-hand side. When D commits, its log is conceptu-
ally merged with the log of C, though no data is actually
sent. When C commits, its log, including the log of D, is
conceptually merged with that of B. In actuality, this causes
the log of D to be merged with that of B, but the log for C re-
mains on worker 2. When the top-level transaction commits,
workers 1 and 2 communicate with the stores that they have
interacted with, using their respective parts of the logs.

6 Implementation

The Fabric implementation uses a mixture of Java, FabIL,
and Fabric code. Not counting code ported to FabIL from
earlier Java and Jif libraries, the implementation includes a
total of 33k lines of code.

In addition to a common base of 6.5k lines of code
supporting the worker, store, and dissemination nodes, the
worker is implemented as 6.4k lines of Java code and 4.6k
lines of FabIL code; the store is 2.8k lines of Java; and the
dissemination layer is 1.5k lines of Java code. In addition,
some of the GNU Classpath collection libraries have been
ported to FabIL for use by Fabric programs (another 12k
lines of code).

The Fabric compiler, supporting both Fabric and FabIL
source files, is a 14k-line extension to the Jif 3.3 compi-
ler [36], itself a 13k-line extension to the Polyglot compiler
framework [38].

Implementing Fabric in Java has the advantage that it
supports integration with and porting of legacy Java applica-
tions, and access to functionality available in Java libraries.
However, it limits control over memory layout and prevents
the use of many implementation techniques. In an ideal
implementation, the virtual machine and JIT would be ex-
tended to support Fabric directly. For example, the Java
SoftReference capability that is used for eviction could
be implemented with fewer indirections. We leave VM ex-
tensions to future work.

6.1 Store

The current store implementation uses Berkeley DB [39] as a
backing store in a simple way: each object is entered individu-
ally with its oid as its key and its serialized representation
as the corresponding value. Because stores cache both object
groups and object versions in memory, and because workers
are able to aggressively cache objects, the performance of
this simple implementation is reasonable for the applica-
tions we have studied. For write-intensive workloads, object clus-
tering at the backing store is likely to improve performance;
we leave this to future work.

It is important for performance to keep the representation
of an object at a store and on the wire compact. Therefore,
references from one object to another are stored as onums
rather than as full oids. A reference to an object located at
another Fabric node is stored as an onum that is bound at that
store to the full oid of the referenced object. This works well
assuming most references are to an object in the same store.

6.2 Dissemination layer

The current dissemination layer is built using FreePau-
stry [46], extended with proactive popularity-based replica-
tion based on Beehive [42] and with propagation of object
updates. The popularity-based replication algorithm repli-
cates objects according to their popularity, with the aim of
achieving a constant expected number of hops per lookup.

The Fabric dissemination layer also propagates updates
to object groups. Requests to stores fetch encrypted object
groups and establish subscriptions for those groups. When
a store notifies a dissemination node about an update, that
node propagates the update through the dissemination layer,
invalidating old versions of the group.

One standard configuration of Fabric worker nodes in-
cludes a colocated dissemination node to which dissemi-
nation layer requests are directed; with this configuration,
the size of the dissemination layer scales in the number of
worker nodes.

6.3 Unimplemented features

Most of the Fabric design described in this paper has been
implemented in the current prototype. A few features
are not, though no difficulties are foreseen in implement-
ting them: distributed deadlock detection via edge chasing
[10], timeout-based abort of possibly divergent computa-
tions, early detection of inconsistent transactions based
on updates from subscriptions, path compression for pointer
chains created by mobile objects, and avoidance of read chan-
cels at dissemination nodes.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Course Management System

To examine whether Fabric can be used to build real-world
programs, and how its performance compares to common
alternatives, we ported a portion of a course management
system (CMS) [6] to FabIL. CMS is a 54k line J2EE web
application written using EJB 2.0 [16], backed by an Oracle
database. It has been used for course management at Cornell
University since 2005; at present, it is used by more than 40
courses and more than 2000 students.

Implementation CMS uses the model/view/controller de-
sign pattern; the model is implemented with Enterprise Java-
Beans using Bean-Managed Persistence. For performance,
hand-written SQL queries are used to implement lookup
and update methods, while generated code manages object
 caches and database connections. The model contains 35
Bean classes encapsulating students, assignments, courses,
and other abstractions. The view is implemented using Java
Server Pages.
We ported CMS to FabIL in two phases. First, we replaced the Enterprise JavaBean infrastructure with a simple, non-persistent Java implementation based on the Collections API. We ported the entire data schema and partially implemented the query functionality of the model, focusing on the key application features. Of the 35 Bean classes, 5 have been fully ported. By replacing complex queries with object-oriented code, we were able to simplify the model code a great deal: the five fully ported classes were reduced from 3100 lines of code to 740 lines, while keeping the view and controller mostly unchanged. This intermediate version, which we will call the Java implementation, took one developer a month to complete and contains 23k lines of code.

Porting the Java implementation to FabIL required only superficial changes, such as replacing references to the Java Collections Framework with references to the corresponding Fabric classes, and adding label and store annotations. The FabIL version adds fewer than 50 lines of code to the java implementation, and differs in fewer than 400 lines. The port was done in less than two weeks by an undergraduate initially unfamiliar with Fabric. These results suggest that porting web applications to Fabric is not difficult and results in shorter, simpler code.

A complete port of CMS to Fabric would have the benefit of federated, secure sharing of CMS data across different administrative domains, such as different universities, assuming that information is assigned labels in a fine-grained way. It would also permit secure access to CMS data from applications other than CMS. We leave this to future work.

**Performance** The performance of Fabric was evaluated by comparing five different implementations of CMS: the production CMS system based on EJB 2.0, the in-memory Java implementation (a best case), the FabIL implementation, the FabIL implementation running with an in-memory store (FabIL/memory), and a fifth implementation developed earlier using the Hilda language [52]. Comparing against the Hilda implementation is useful because it is the best-performing implementation (a best case), the FabIL implementation, the Hilda implementation, and differs in fewer than 400 lines. The port was done in less than two weeks by an undergraduate initially unfamiliar with Fabric. These results suggest that porting web applications to Fabric is not difficult and results in shorter, simpler code.
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channels, which Fabric does not. They do use program analysis to control read consistency, data. They do not allow new nodes to join the system, and they do not support consistent, distributed computations over shared persistent information. They therefore do not enforce strong confidentiality and integrity in the presence of distrusted nodes. However, none of these systems address a subset of these issues. However, none of these prior systems addresses all the issues tackled by Fabric.

OceanStore [44] shares the goal with Fabric of a federated, distributed object store. OceanStore is more focused on storage than on computation. It provides consistency only at the granularity of single objects, and does not help with consistent distributed computation. OceanStore focuses on achieving durability via replication. Fabric stores could be replicated but currently are not. Unlike OceanStore, Fabric provides a principled model for declaring and enforcing strong security properties in the presence of distrusted worker and storage nodes.

Prior distributed systems that use language-based security to enforce strong confidentiality and integrity in the presence of distrusted participating nodes, such as Jif/split [53], SIF [13], Swift [11], and have had more limited goals. They do not allow new nodes to join the system, and they do not support consistent, distributed computations over shared persistent data. They do use program analysis to control read channels [53], which Fabric does not.

### 7.3 Run-time overhead

To evaluate the overhead of Fabric computation at the worker when compared to ordinary computation on nonpersistence objects, and to understand the effectiveness of object caching at the store and the worker, we used the OO7 object-oriented database benchmark [8]. We measured the performance of a read-only (T1) traversal on an OO7 small database, which contains 153k objects totaling 24Mb.

The results show that caching is effective at both the worker and the store. However the plain in-memory Java implementation of OO7 runs in 66ms, which is about 10 times faster than the worker-side part of the hot traversal. Because Fabric is designed for computing on persistent data, this is an acceptable overhead for many, though not all, applications. For computations that require lower overhead, Fabric applications can always incorporate ordinary Java code, through that code must implement its own failure recovery.

### 8 Related work

Fabric provides a higher-level abstraction for programming distributed systems. Because it aims to help with many different issues, including persistence, consistency, security, and distributed computation, it overlaps with many systems that address a subset of these issues. However, none of these prior systems addresses all the issues tackled by Fabric.

OceanStore [44] shares the goal with Fabric of a federated, distributed object store. OceanStore is more focused on storage than on computation. It provides consistency only at the granularity of single objects, and does not help with consistent distributed computation. OceanStore focuses on achieving durability via replication. Fabric stores could be replicated but currently are not. Unlike OceanStore, Fabric provides a principled model for declaring and enforcing strong security properties in the presence of distrusted worker and storage nodes.

Prior distributed systems that use language-based security to enforce strong confidentiality and integrity in the presence of distrusted participating nodes, such as Jif/split [53], SIF [13], Swift [11], and have had more limited goals. They do not allow new nodes to join the system, and they do not support consistent, distributed computations over shared persistent data. They do use program analysis to control read channels [53], which Fabric does not.

DStar [54] controls information flow in a distributed system using run-time taint tracking at the OS level, with Flume-style decentralized labels [26]. Like Fabric, DStar is a decentralized system that allows new nodes to join, but does not require certificate authorities. DStar has the advantage that it does not require language support, but controls information flow more coarsely. DStar does not support consistent distributed computations or data shipping.

Some previous distributed storage systems have used transactions to implement strong consistency guarantees, including Mneme [32], Thor [29] and Sinfonia [1]. Cache management in Fabric is inspired by that in Thor [9]. Fabric is also related to other systems that provide transparent access to persistent objects, such as ObjectStore [28] and GemStone [7]. These prior systems do not focus on security enforcement in the presence of distrusted nodes, and do not support consistent computations spanning multiple compute nodes.

Distributed computation systems with support for consistency, such as Argus [30] and Avalon [20], usually do not have a single-system view of persistent data and do not enforce information security. Emerald [4] gives a single-system view of a universe of objects while exposing location and mobility, but does not support transactions, data shipping or secure federation. InterWeave [49] synthesizes data- and function-shipping in a manner similar to Fabric, and allows multiple remote calls to be bound within a transaction, remaining atomic and isolated with respect to other transactions. However, InterWeave has no support for information security. The work of Shrir et al. [47] on exo-leases supports nested optimistic transactions in a client–server system with disconnected, multi-client transactions, but does not consider information security. Live Objects [41] also raises the abstraction level of distributed computing; it focuses on protocols and does not support persistence or information security.

Some distributed storage systems such as PAST [45], Shark [2], CFS [15], and Boxwood [31] use distributed data structures to provide scalable file systems, but offer weak consistency and security guarantees for distributed computation.

### 9 Conclusions

We have explored the design and implementation of Fabric, a new distributed platform for general secure sharing of information and computation resources. Fabric provides a high-level abstraction for secure, consistent, distributed general-purpose computations using distributed, persistent information. Persistent information is conveniently presented as language-level objects connected by pointers. Fabric exposes security assumptions and policies explicitly and declaratively. It flexibly supports both data-shipping and function-shipping styles of computation. Results from implementing complex, realistic systems in Fabric, such as CMS and SIF, suggest it has the expressive power and per-
formance to be useful in practice.

Various specific contributions were made as part of realizing this vision. Fabric extends the Jif programming language with new features for distributed programming, while showing how to integrate those features with secure information flow. This integration involved the development of a new trust ordering on information flow labels, and new implementation mechanisms such as writer maps and hierarchical two-phase commit.

While Fabric perhaps goes farther toward the goal of securely and transparently sharing distributed resources than prior systems, there are many hard problems left to solve. For example, persistent objects introduce the difficult problem of schema evolution; recent work on object adaptation may help. Also, Fabric does not guarantee availability in the way that it does confidentiality and integrity; this remains an interesting topic. The performance of Fabric is limited by its strong consistency guarantees; a principled way to weaken these guarantees would also be valuable.
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